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Optional LCD Screens for Drivers
Reduce liability and improve driver visibility with 360-degree live views in and around the vehicle.

Optional LCD screens show the drivers camera 
views in and around their vehicles. 

Drivers can use the LCD screens as back-up 
cameras with the proper camera setup. 

Drivers can use LCD screens to monitor inside 
box trucks, cranes, and other special vehicle 
apparatuses in real-time.

Drivers can utilize the LCD screen to livestream 
the vehicle’s video feeds; giving them a full 
view of their vehicle and what is around it. 

FleetCam® Enterprise is the video monitoring solution from the future. Get a 360° view of 
your vehicle with up to 5 cameras with customizable angles. 

FleetCam® Enterprise
Up to 5 Cameras • Redundant Storage + Everything in Essential

Customize camera setups to 
meet your monitoring needs, 
like installing a camera on a 
towing crane or inside a box 

Videos can be automatically 
backed up onto dual storages, 
ensuring you never lose
important video clips.

All videos are stored in 
standard and high-definition so 
you can save time by quickly 
downloading SD videos when 
HD is not necessary.

FleetCam® Essential

FleetCam® Essential is an affordable camera solution that gives you everything you need to see 
the driver and the road ahead, record and analyze driving behavior, and help assess liability. 

Up to 2 Cameras • Windshield Mounted

Durable HD cameras with flawless streaming views

Infrared sensors included for night vision

Weatherproof exterior cameras available

Triggered events automatically recorded and uploaded

Event notifications sent directly to your phoneDelayed recording shutdown keeps rolling after 
a vehicle is turned off

Live Streaming

Check in on your drivers and the road 

around them with flawless live streaming 

views from durable, HD cameras. 

Event-Based Notifications

When unsafe driving events are 

detected, FleetCam® saves a clip 

from all camera angles for you to 

review and use for driver coaching.

Stream Video History

All your recorded video clips can be 

accessed remotely so you can stream 

and download them to your computer 

without having to physically access 

the vehicle.

Breadcrumb Trail Snapshots

Helpful video snapshots are captured 

every 5 minutes and displayed along 

the vehicle’s route, helping you choose 

the moments you want to stream.

Monitor your entire fleet without ever having to leave your office. 
See the road and your drivers in real-time, automatically capture 
clips of aggressive driving events, download historical video and 
improve behavior with an integrated driver coaching system. 
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